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Letter to Editor

Antimicrobial and antioxidant efficiency of nano emulsion-based edible coating containing ginger
(Zingiber officinale) essential oil and its effect on safety and quality attributes of chicken breast
fillets

Dear Editor,

With reference to the above article, I would like to mention that
essential oil Nano emulsion was first fabricated by emulsification
methods. It was then added into the coating solutions and mixed by
constant stirring. In the next stage, the essential oil Nano emulsion was

mixed vigorously using an Ultra Turrax T25 to achieve a unified solu-
tion (Donsì et al., 2015b; Severino et al., 2014).

Vigorous stirring could cause partial disruption of biopolymers in
the coating solution leading to the creation of new surface areas. In the
absence of sufficient emulsifiers, the newly formed droplets would re-
join and form larger particles. This process is called recoalescence

A. Mean droplet size (Z-Average): 4179 nm

B. Mean droplet size (Z-Average): 1792 nm

Fig. 1. Value of the droplet size distribution of chitosan (A) and sonicated chitosan with Tween 80 (ultra-sonicated at 50% amplitude, for 6 min time (45 S pulse and
15 S rest)) expressed by intensity.
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(Jafari, Assadpoor, He, & Bhandari, 2008). Due to the application of
high pressure homogenization which can affect particle sizes, this study
did not report the particle size after adding EOs nanoparticles into
biopolymer coating solutions. Moreover, larger particles may increase
the mean particle size values.

They must also apply ripening inhibitors, such as lecithin, or sun-
flower oil to minimize coalescence and Ostwald ripening phenomenon
(Donsì, Cuomo, Marchese, & Ferrari, 2014a; Ziani, Chang,
McLandsborough, & McClements, 2011). The ripening inhibitor pre-
vents changes in Nano emulsion droplet size for long storage periods in
refrigerator.

In the mentioned study, the particle size was checked at final stages
of Nano emulsion preparation. In contrast with this study, other studies
were carried out on Nano emulsions by the incorporation of essential oil
in coating solutions prior to sonication process (Salvia-Trujillo, Rojas-
Graü, Soliva-Fortuny, & Martín-Belloso, 2013; Acevedo-Fani, Salvia-
Trujillo, Rojas-Graü, & Martín-Belloso, 2015). On the other hand, a
reduction in the particle size of the biopolymer, such as chitosan, can
increase its inherent biological effects which were evaluated in this
study (Fig. 1).
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